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In a paper in these Transactions [5] entitled Recursive predicates and

quantifiers we showed that (classically) the arithmetical predicates fall into

a hierarchy according to the sequences of alternating number quantifiers by

which they can be defined from recursive predicates. In the present paper

we consider the extended class of number-theoretic predicates obtained by

applying the two-sorted predicate calculus to recursive predicates of number

variables and variables for one-place number-thoretic functions, and show

that similarly these fall into a hierarchy according to the sequences of alter-

nating function quantifiers by which they can be defined from arithmetical

predicates.

We have obtained a similar hierarchy using quantification of function

variables of each higher finite type. But for the hierarchy using number-

theoretic function variables which we give now the requisite theory of recur-

sive functionals is already in print in [8], while for the hierarchy using

function variables of higher finite types the principal new point is to develop

such a theory. Hence we reserve the latter for a further paper which we plan to

write under the title Analytic predicates and function quantifiers of higher

finite types.
The predicates definable by using variables of all finite types, with natural

number variables as the lowest type, have been studied by Tarski [23 ] and

[24]. It is only a matter of detail that his variables of higher type are set

variables and ours function variables. The result of this and our proposed

paper on higher finite types that a larger class of number-theoretic predicates

is obtained with each additional type is already given by Tarski's investiga-

tions (or for the first additional type, by Mostowski [16, 4.5] or Davis [2] or

[3]). What is new (we believe) is the hierarchy within each such class, and

the details concerning these hierarchies.

1. Recursive functions and predicates of function and number variables.

1.1 Hereafter we cite our Introduction to metamathematics [8] simply as "IM".

Our notations and terminology not otherwise explained will be found there.

The notations are indexed bottom p. 538(2).

Received by the editors November 23, 1953 and, in revised form, July 24, 1954.

(') Based in part on research supported by the John Simon Guggenheim Foundation and

the Graduate School of the University of Wisconsin.

(2) The normal form and enumeration theorems for l>0 can be rewritten using a instead

of 5, where sW=IIi<. P?m+1 (cf- [7]). Thus in IM pp. 291, 292 we have T?(z, a, x)
= T\(a(x), z, a, x). Putting t[{w, 0, a) = T[(Y[i<a(w) pi exp (w)i~l, z, a, lh(a>)), then

T\(a(x), z, a, x) = T\{a{x), z, a).
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1.2 When ax, • • • , am are unspecified one-place functions, and

4>(ai, ■ ■ • , an) is general recursive uniformly in ct\, • • • , am (IM p. 275), we

follow [7] in writing </>(ai, • • ■ , an) also as <p(ax, ■ ■ ■ , am, Ci, • • • , an), and

saying that the latter function of m function and n number variables is

general recursive^1).

More generally, if <f>(ai, ■ ■ ■ , an) is general recursive in fa, • - - , \pi,

cti, • • • , cxm uniformly in ai, • • ■ , am, where ai, • • • , <xm are as before and

fa, ■ • • , ipi are number-theoretic functions(4) not necessarily one-place, we

write 4>(ai, • • • , an) also as <p(ai, • • • , am, Oi, • • • , a.,) and call it then

general recursive in fa, ■ ■ ■ , ypi.

These notions apply to primitive recursiveness similarly (cf. IM p. 234),

and extend as usual via representing functions (IM p. 227) to the case <p or

some or all of fa, • • • , ipi are replaced by predicates.

Mostly we shall state our results for / = 0, but up through §5 they will

hold similarly for l>0.

1.3 We shall wish to perform substitutions for function variables as well

as for number variables. This we can do, using the X-notation of Church [l ]

(cf. IM p. 34).

For example, if 0(/3, a, a) and \p(a, y, a) are general recursive functions of

the indicated variables, then <p(\y\p(a, y, a), a, a) is a general recursive func-

tion of a and a(6). This can be inferred either from IM Lemma VI p. 344 and

the transitivity of relative recursiveness (IM Theorem II p. 275), or by use of

the normal form theorem (IM Theorem IX* p. 292).

Via the representing function of P, if the predicate P(/3, a, a) and function

\p(a, y, a) are general recursive, so is the predicate P(Kyxp(a, y, a), a, a).

More complicated substitutions can be handled similarly (cf. IM §44).

2. Arithmetical and analytic predicates. 2.1 We shall study predicates of

our two types of variables number and function which are expressible ex-

plicitly in terms of given predicates and functions (the primitives) and the

symbolism of the predicate calculus with the two types of variables; i.e. they

are definable from the primitives by applying explicit definition, the preposi-

tional connectives —*, &, V and , and the quantifiers (Ex), (x), (Ea) and

(a) of the two kinds existential and generality and the two types number and

function.

(3) In other words, now and in [7] we allow a general recursive functional F(ai, • ■ • , am;

«ii • • • i On) in the notation of IM pp. 234, 275 to be written simply <£(«i, • • • , am, oi, • • • , o„)

and to be called simply a function, when ai, • • • , am are all variables for one-place functions.

The restriction of our function variables to ones for one-place functions is for convenience;

it saves us the necessity of stating for each the number of its arguments. We would get no

wider class of predicates of the variables we allow by permitting quantification also of variables

for several place functions.

(4) But not in this paper functions such as <p(a, a), as the notion of relative recursiveness in

IM is of a number-theoretic function in number-theoretic functions.

(6) The same is true reading "primitive recursive" in place of "general recursive", by the

first method of proof with IM Lemma I p. 236 instead of Lemma VI.
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When the primitives are the predicates of the two types of variables

general recursive in number-theoretic functions fa, ■ ■ • , fa\(*), a predicate P

so definable (so definable without use of function quantifiers) we call analytic

(arithmetical) in fa, ■ ■ ■ , fa. (1^0). (Cf. IM p. 285.)
The notions extend to the case P is replaced by a function <f>, via the

representing predicate of <f> (IM p. 199); and to the case any ip is replaced by

a predicate Q, via the representing function of Q.

2.2 In the definitions just given, we have taken the primitives to be

exactly the predicates general recursive in fa, • • • , fa. Now we shall observe

that equivalently in these definitions we could choose the primitives in some

other ways.

Thus the class of the allowed primitives can be enlarged to include also

the functions general recursive in fa, • • • , fa\. This is trivial, since predicates

recursive in fa, • • • , fa result by the substitution of functions recursive in

fa, • " • , 4*1 into predicates recursive in fa, • • • , fa:, which is the only way

the additional primitives could be used.

2.3 Next we observe that we can restrict the predicates general recursive

in fa, • • • , fa to be primitive recursive predicates of number variables only,

provided that the same time we allow their function variables and fa, ■ • • , fa:

to enter as primitives(6).

For adding the function variables and fa, • • • , fa gives no more predi-

cates, by 2.2.
Then omitting all but these and primitive recursive predicates of number

variables only removes, none, since any predicate R general recursive in

fa, • • • , fa can be expressed in terms of the remaining primitives. For

example with 1 = 1 and no function variables, if E*(a) is general recursive in

4>(b), then using IM Theorem VI* (a) with its proof from Theorem IV* (6)

pp. 281, 284, 292,

R*(a) m (Ex)T\(f, a, x) = (Ex)T&(x),f, a, x)

= (Ex)(Ev){fax) - v & T\(v,f, a, x)}

= (Ex)(Ev){v - n«^.(r)' & (*)*<*[*(*) = (»).] & T\(v, f, a,x)).

2.4 Continuing from 2.3, a function \p(b) can be replaced as primitive by

its representing predicate fa[b)=w. For adding fa[b)=w obviously gives no

more predicates. Then omitting fa[b) removes none, since e.g. in the example

of 2.3 we can replace fa[i) = (v)i by (Ew) [fa[i) = w & w= (»),-].
2.5 Again continuing from 2.3, a function \f/(b) which is the representing

function of a predicate Q(b) can be replaced as primitive by Q(b). For adding

Q(b) as primitive gives no more predicates, since Q(b) =fa[b) =0. Then omit-

(a) One further step leads to the more usual definition of "arithmetical" for number-

theoretic predicates, in which the primitives are +, •, =,0 and 1 (cf. IM §§48, 49). For

"analytic", the primitives are then still further reducible to =, 0 and +1 by using Lorenzen's

method [12] to define the representing predicates of + and •.
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ting \(/(b) removes none, since e.g. in the example of 2.3 we can replace

fai) = (v)t by
{0(O&(«O* = O} V {(?(») &(»),•= 1}.

2.6 A predicate P arithmetical in arithmetical predicates or functions ^

(in predicates or functions ^ arithmetical in @) is arithmetical (arithmetical

in 9). Similarly with analytic.

For we can use 2.3-2.5 so that the primitives for P become, besides primi-

tive recursive predicates and function variables, the predicates among SP

themselves and the representing predicates of the functions among >£, after

which the expressions for those predicates from the primitives for them can

be introduced.

3. Alterations of quantifiers. 3.1 Starting from an expression under 2.1

for an analytic predicate, the quantifiers can be advanced to obtain a prenex

form. We can then contract adjacent number quantifiers of like kind (IM

p. 285 (17) and (18)), leaving the scope of the prefix recursive. So every

arithmetical predicate, e.g. of one number variable a, is expressible in one of

the forms

(Ex)R(a, x)  (x)(Ey)R(a, x, y)  (Ex)(y)(Ez)R(a, x, y, z)      ■■■

(x)R(a, x)  (Ex)(y)R(a, x, y)     (x)(Ey)(z)R(a, x, y, z)      ■■■

where the R for each is general recursive (IM Theorem VII (d) p. 285, or with

function variables VII* (d) p. 292).

In the remainder of this section we obtain a corresponding list of forms

for the analytic predicates.

3.2 Corresponding to IM p. 285 (17) and (18), we now have

(1) (Ea0) ■ ■ ■ (Eam)A(a0, ■ • • , am) = (Ea)A(\t(a(t))0, ■•■ , \t(ct(t))m),

(2) (a0) ■ ■ ■ (am)A(a0, ■ ■ ■ , am) = (a)A(\t(a(t))0, • ■ ■ , \t(a(t))m).

Thus adjacent function quantifiers of like kind can also be contracted.

3.3 We can indeed contract adjacent quantifiers of the same kind mixed

as to their types, by first raising the type of the number quantifiers thus(7),

(3) (Ex)A(x) m (Ea)A(a(0)),

(4) (x)A(x) m (a)A(a(0)).

3.4 A function quantifier can be advanced across a number quantifier of

the opposite kind. For

(5) (x)(Ea)A(x, a) = (Ea)(x)A(x, \ta(2*-31)),

(6) (Ex)(a)A(x, a) = (a)(Ex)A(x, \ta{2*-3')).

Here (6) follows from (5) by the method of proof of duality in logic; namely,

(7) Or directly; e.g. (x)(y)(z)(a)A(x, y, z, a)^(a)A(a(0), a(l), a(2), \ta(t+3)).
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we apply (5) to A instead of to A, negate both sides of the resulting equiva-

lence, and move the negations inward(8).

3.5 A function quantifier applied directly to a recursive predicate can be

reduced in type to a number quantifier. For (cf. 2.3, changing R*(a) to

R(a, a), and choosing an / independent of a, as we can do by the uniformity

requirement in 1.2 with the method of proof of IM Theorem IV*),

(7) (Ea)R(a, a) m (Ea){Ex)T\(a(x), f, a, x) = (Ex)T\(  H p*U",f, a, (x)0\
\i<(z)o /

(8) (a)R(a, a) = (a)(x)T\(a(x), g, a, x) = (x)t\ (  ]J pt'U*\ g, a, (*)oY
Vi<(i)l /

3.6 Theorems 1 and 2 apply to predicates of any fixed list of m+n

variables iji, • • • , rjm, ax, ■ ■ ■ , an (m, «^0), but for notational convenience

we state them for one variable a (m = 0, n = \).

Theorem 1 (Part 1). Each analytic predicate is expressible in one of the

following forms where A is arithmetical and each R is recursive:

(a)(Ex)R(a, a, x) (Ea)(8)(Ex)R(a, a, 8, x)     ■■■

(Ea)(x)R(a, a, x)    (a)(Ep)(x)R(a, a, 8, x)     •••.

Proof. After bringing an expression for an analytic predicate under 2.1 to

prenex form (3.1), we apply the following steps, throughout which the scope

of the prefix remains recursive. The example following illustrates the steps.

Step 1. Contract adjacent quantifiers of like kind (3.1-3.3). Now the

quantifiers alternate in kind (and will at the conclusion of each subsequent

step).

Step 2. If the rightmost quantifier is a function quantifier^), change it

to a number quantifier (3.5). (If no function quantifier remains, then we are

done, as we have the first form A (a) of (bi), and indeed this A (a) is already

in one of the forms (a) 3.1.)

Step 3. Now consider the number quantifiers standing to the right of the

rightmost function quantifier. If they are more than one, remove all but the

leftmost one, thus. Change the rightmost number quantifier of the same kind

as the rightmost function quantifier to a function quantifier (3.3), and ad-

vance it (3.4), after each advance contracting adjacent quantifiers of like

kind (3.1-3.3)C").
Step 4. Finally consider each group of number quantifiers included be-

(8) Similarly to (5), (x){y)(Ea)A{x, y, a) = {Ea){x)(y)A{x, y, Xfo(2*-3»-5')); etc.

(•) As will appear from Step 3, if the second rightmost function quantifier is of the same

kind, we may omit Step 2.
(10) Another method: e.g. (£<*)(x)(Ey)(z)(Et)A(a, x, y, z, t) = (Ea)(Ef3)(Ey)(x)(z)A (a, x,

/3(x), z, y(x, z)) = (Ea)(.Et3)(Ey)(x){z)A(a, x, p(x), z, 7(2*-3*)) = (Ea){x)A(\t{a{t))o, (x)„,

(a((*).))i, (*)i, (a(2W»-3W.))2).
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tween function quantifiers or to the left of the leftmost function quantifier.

Remove successively each such group of number quantifiers, and if function

quantifiers of like kind are brought together thereby contract them. To re-

move such a group of number quantifiers, advance the function quantifier

on the right and perform contractions, as in the last part of Step 3.

Example. Suppose given the prefix numbered 1 applied directly to a re-

cursive predicate (say of a and the variables in that prefix). The whole ex-

pression is then equivalent to ones with the successive new prefixes; each time

the scope is altered but remains a recursive predicate of a and the variables

in the prefix.

1. (Eu)(v)(Ew)(Ea)(x)(y)(Ez)($).

2. (Eu)(v) (Ea)(x) (Ez)(P)—(3) and (1), IM (18) (end Step 1).

3. (Eu)(v) (Ea)(x) (Ez)(y)—(8) (end Step 2).

4. (Eu)(v) (Ea)(x) (E^)(y)-(3).

5. (Eu)(v) (Ea)(E(3)     (x)(y)-(5).

6. (Eu)(v) (Ea) (x)     —(1), IM (18) (end Step 3).

7. (Eu)(Ea) (v) (x)     —(5).

8. (Ea) (x)     —(3) and (1), IM (18) (end Step 4).

Remark. Merely to prove the theorem we could proceed more directly,

say by raising all number quantifiers to function quantifiers, and introducing

the additional quantifiers required redundantly (as we could have done for

(a) also); but Steps 1-4 lead to the simplest prefix obtainable in general from

a given prefix (cf. Corollary Theorem 3).

3.7 Theorem 1 (Part 2). Equivalently the forms can be written as follows

where the A for each is arithmetical (i.e. the same predicates are expressible in a

given form of (bi) as in the respective form of (b2)):

(a)A(a, a)  (Ea)(p)A(a, a, j8)      •••
(b2) A (a)

(Ea)A(a,a)  (a)(E$)A(a, a, fi)

Proof. Thus e.g. a predicate of the form (Ea)(x)R(a, a, x) is of the form

(Ea)A(a, a), since for R recursive (x)R(a, a, x) is arithmetical; while given

any predicate of the form (Ea)A(a, a), by first putting A (a, a) in one of the

forms (a) 3.1, and then applying Step 1, and Step 3 (or introducing a redun-

dant (x)), we get an expression for it of the form (Ea)(x)R(a, a, x).

3.8 Theorem 1 (Part 3). // the bound function variables a, f3, ■ ■ ■ are

changed to ones a*, j3*, ■ ■ ■ ranging only over functions taking only 0 and 1 as

values (i.e. in effect, to set variables), the forms (bi) become equivalently (with R

recursive)

)     A{a)    (a*)(Ex)(y)R(a, a*, x, y)  (Ea*)(fJ*)(Ex)(y)R(a, a*, 0*, x, y)   ■■■

1  (Ea*)(x)(Ey)R(a,a*,x,y)  (a*)(Ep*)(x)(Ey)R(a, a*, /3*, x, y)   ■■■,
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and (b2) remain otherwise unchanged (call them then (b^).

Proof. For example (starting from one of (b4)), (Ea*)(f3*)A(a, a*, 8*)

= (Ea) {(t) [a(t) ^ 1 ] & (8) {(t) [/3(0 ̂  1 ] -> A (a, a, 8)} }, which latter expres-

sion reduces to the corresponding form (Ea)(8)(Ex)R(a, a, 8, x) of (bi) by

(the method of proof of) Part 1.

To write e.g. (Ea)(8)(Ex)R(a, a, 8, x) in the corresponding form

(Ea*)(8*)(Ex)(y)R(a, a*, 8*, x, y) of (b3), we proceed thus. Using IM Theo-

rem IV* pp. 281, 291, 292, for some / (independent of a, using 1.2),

(Ex)R(a, a, 8, x) = (Ex)T\'1(a(x), 0(x), /, a, x). Let C(y, x, y)=y(x)^l

& [7(x)=0->x = 2<*><>-3<*>i & (0««*),Y(2(X)0-3')=1] & (s)s<x[y(2'-(3 exp
II«« Ptl)i))=0]- Then the predicate C is recursive, and (x)(Ey)C(y, x, y)

= {y is the representing function of x = 2(:c)°•3"((a0o,, for some function a},

in which case a fa) = (p.y[y(2x+1-3») =0])x. Now (Ea)(8)(Ex)R(a, a, 8, x)

=-(Ea*){(x)(Ey)C(a*, x, y) & (/3) (Ex) (Ey) [a*(2*-3«) =0 & T\\y, ~$(x),
f, a, x)]}, which latter reduces to the form (Ea*)(8)(Ex)S(a, a*, 8, x) with

5 recursive by Part 1. By duality it will suffice now to reduce (E8)(x)S(a, a*,

8, x) to the form (E8*)(x)(Ey)R(a, a*, j3*,_x, y). But using Theorem IV*

again, (E8)(x)S(a, a*, 8, x) = (Ej8) fa) T\'l(&*(x), /§(*), g, a, x) m

(E8*) {fa)(Ey)C(8*, x, y) & fa)(Ey) \0*(2*■ 3") =0 & T\\a*(x),y,g,a,x)]},
which latter reduces to the form (E8*)(x)(Ey)R(a, a*, /3*, x, y) by 3.1.

4. The enumeration and hierarchy theorems. 4.1 Next we give the ana-

logs for (bi) of the enumeration and hierarchy theorems for (a) (IM Theorems

IV, V, IV*, V* pp. 281, 283, 292; or [5])(2).

Theorem 2. To each of the forms of Theorem 1 after the first, there is an

enumerating predicate of that form for the predicates of that form. For example:

Given any recursive predicate R(a, a, x), there are numbers f and g such that

(9) (a)(Ex)R(a, a, x) m (a)(Ex)T°(f, a, x),

(10) (Ea)(x)R(a, a, x) m {Ea)(x)I\(g, a, x).

Thus (a)(Ex)T?(z, a, x) and (Ea)(x) T^(z, a, x) are enumerating predicates for

the forms (a)(Ex)R(a, a, x) and (Ea)(x)R(a, a, x), respectively.

Proof. Essentially as before; thus (9) comes from IM Theorem IV* (6)

pp. 281, 292 for / = n = 1 and / independent of a by quantifying a.

Corollary. The class of the predicates expressible in a given one of the

forms (bi) (or (b3)(n)) after the first is the same whether a general recursive R

or only a primitive recursive R be allowed.

4.2 The hierarchy theorem and its corollary apply to any fixed list olm+n

variables v\, • ■ ■ , t\m, a\, • • ■ , an with m+n>0.

(") By the proof of Theorem 1 Part 3 from IM Theorem IV*.
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Theorem 3. To each of the forms of Theorem 1 after the first, there is a

predicate expressible in that form but not in the dual form (a fortiori, not in any

of the forms with fewer quantifiers).

Proof for w>0. From the enumeration theorem as before (IM pp. 282-

284); e.g. (a)(Ex)T[*(a, a, x) is not expressible in the form (Ea)(x)R(a, a, x)

with R recursive.

Proof for « = 0. Then m>0, as m+n>0. For example, (a)(Ex)TS,a(r](0), x)

is not expressible in the form (Ea)(x)R(r], a, x) with R recursive.

For by the enumeration theorem, given such an R, there is a number g such

that (Ea)(x)R(ri, a, x)=(Ea)(x)T£"(g, x). Substituting for 17 any function iji

with in(0) =*, (Ea)(x)R(nu a, x) = (Ea) (x) TSl-a(Vi(0), x) = Jaj(Ex)

TfiviiO), x)^(a)(Ex)TS^a(vi(0), x).

Corollary. To any prenex form with recursive scope, there is a predicate of

that form which is expressible in no other of the forms (bi) (and for the first

form of (bi), in no other of the forms (a)) than the one to which Steps 1-4 lead

except ones with more quantifiers.

Thus, since any prenex form with recursive scope not in (a) or (bi) is

simplified by Steps 1-4, Steps 1-4 lead to the unique simplest prefix possible

in general.

Proof. The net effect of each of the four steps is to suppress quantifiers

or to depress a function quantifier to a number quantifier. These steps are

reversible, so the predicate of Theorem 3 (of Theorem V or V*) for a given

form of (bi) (of (a)) after the first can be worked back into any prenex form

which Steps 1—4 would reduce to that form.

4.3 We now parallel a theorem, the case of which for arithmetical predi-

cates was emphasized by Post. He talked of sets rather than predicates, say-

ing there is a complete recursively enumerable set K [19], or more generally

to any set 5 a complete 5-canonical set S' [20].

We start with the case of predicates of a fixed list of m-\-n variables

iji, • • • 1 Vm, au ■ • • , a„ with m+n>0.

Theorem 4 (Part 1). To each of the forms of Theorem 1 after the first, there

is a particular predicate of that form such that any predicate of the form is

expressible by substitution of a recursive function for one of its variables(u).

Proof for n>0. Essentially as before (IM p. 343 Example 2); e.g. for the

form (a)(Ex)R(a, a, x), using the same predicate (a)(Ex)T?(a, a, x) as for

Theorem 3(13), (a)(Ex)R(a, a, x)=(a)(Ex)Tt(S\1(e, a), S\-\e, a), x) when e

(") And indeed is 1-1 reducible to it (Post [19]), i.e. the function substituted takes on dis-

tinct values for distinct arguments.

(u) Any predicate for Theorem 4 is necessarily one for Theorem 3, by Theorem 3. At least

in the arithmetical case, a predicate for Theorem 3 need not be one for Theorem 4, an example

for the form {Ex)R{a, x) being adS where 5 is simple (Post [19, pp. 298-304]).
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is any uniform Godel number from a (i.e. one independent of a) of \azpx

R(a, a, x).

Proof for n = 0. Consider e.g. the form (a)(Ex)R(rj, a, x), with the same

predicate (a)(Ex)TS-a(r](0), x) as for Theorem 3(14). By Theorem 2 with 1.3,

(a)(Ex)R(htr,(t + l), a, x)=(a)(Ex)TS'a(f, x). So if we let

(      *(0, v) = /,

\<f,(t+l,V)   =  7)(t),

then (a)(Ex)T^'^'"({\t<p(t, ij)}(0), x)=(a)(Ex)R(r,, a, x).

Theorem 4 (Part 2). To each of the forms of Theorem 1 after the first, there

is a particular predicate of that form with one number variable (one function

variable) such that any predicate of the form with any number of number vari-

ables only (of number and function variables) is expressible by substitution of a

recursive function for its variable(lb).

Proof. By applying to the free variables the principles used in contracting

adjacent quantifiers of like kind (3.1-3.3), each predicate of more than one

variable is expressible by substitution in a one-variable predicate, after which

Part 1 is applicable. For example, P(a0, d) = <2(2a° • 3"'), if Q(a)=P((a)0, (a)i);

P(a)=Q(\ta),   if   Q(v)=P(v(0));   P(v»,   Vi) -Q(X*2*<»-3*™),   if   Q(v) =■
P(\t(v(t))o,Mv(t))i).

When the context indicates reference to the analytic hiearchy (bi) or

(b2), by k-quantifier forms we mean those with k function quantifiers, and by

k-quantifier predicates predicates expressible in one of the ^-quantifier forms.

(When the reference is to (a), k quantifiers means k number quantifiers.)

Corollary. For each k (k=0, 1, 2, • • •), there is a particular k + 1-

quantifier predicate of one number variable in which each k + l-quantifier predi-

cate of any number of number variables only is recursive.

Proof. Take the predicate of the theorem Part 2 for one of the k + l-

quantifier forms. The predicates of the other ^ + l-quantifier form are also

recursive in it, since they are negations of predicates of that form (IM #D

p. 228).
5. The notion "arithmetical" in relation to the hierarchy. 5.1 In the

arithmetical hierarchy (a), the predicates expressible in both l-(number-)

quantifier forms are exactly the general recursive predicates (Kleene [5], Post

[19], Mostowski  [15], IM Theorem VI p. 284); and more generally, the

(") Another predicate (suggested by IM p. 346 Example 5) is (a)(Ex)[r}(a(x)) =0](J).

For let t{v, w, z) be the representing function of 7^0'l(v, w, z). Given R, choose / by Theorem 2

so that (a)(Ex)R(n, a, x) = {<x){Ex)T*-a{f, x)^(a)(Ex)T\l(j,{x), a{x), /). Let <t>(l, ij)

= r(jj(lh(/)), t,f). Then (cL){Ex)[{W>{.t, r,)}(a(x))=0] = (a)(Ex)R(.v, a, x).

(16) Or there may be a fixed list of additional variables as parameters.
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predicates expressible in both & + l-quantifier forms are exactly those general

recursive in ^-quantifier predicates (Post [20], IM Theorem XI p. 293).

Despite the formal similarity of (b2) to (a), this theorem does not carry

over completely. As we shall see (5.2, 5.3), a predicate arithmetical in k-

(function-)quantifier predicates (of number variables only(4)) is expressible

in both & + l-quantifier forms, but not always conversely.

The situation is thus analogous to what one has by reading "primitive

recursive" in place of "(general) recursive" in the arithmetical hierarchy (a),

in which form the arithmetical hierarchy theorem could have been stated

(though it was not) before the advent of the notion "general recursive" (by

IM Corollary Theorem IV p. 282). The problem would then have existed to

obtain a characterization, independent of the hierarchy, of the predicates ex-

pressible in both 1-quantifier forms, or more generally of those expressible in

both £ + 1 -quantifier forms. We now have such a problem for the hierarchy

(b2).

For simplicity, we begin in this section by treating the relation between

the predicates expressible in both £ + 1-quantifier forms and the predicates

arithmetical in ^-quantifier predicates. Then, after preliminaries in §6, we

shall show in §8 how similar results hold for a certain very great extension

of "arithmetical", which permits a conjecture on the above problem (8.6).

5.2 Theorem 5. Every predicate arithmetical in predicates expressible in

both k-\-\-quantifier forms is expressible in both k-\-l-quantifier forms.

Proof. For example (taking k =n = 1 and m = 0), consider a predicate P(a)

arithmetical in predicates Qi, • ' • , Q, each expressible in both 2-quantifier

forms.

Let an expression under 2.1 with 2.3 and 2.5 for P(a) in terms of

(?i> • • • i Qs be brought to a prenex form, consisting of number quantifiers

applied to a scope composed by operations of the propositional calculus

applied to primitive recursive predicates and occurrences of (X_, • • • , Qs with

various variables in their argument positions. Without loss of generality we

can assume there is at least one such occurrence.

Let an occurrence in this scope of a Q be called positive or negative, accord-

ing as it lies in the A of an even or odd number of parts of the form A^B

or A.

Let each positive occurrence of a Q be replaced by the 2-quantifier expres-

sion for it with the prefix (Ea) (/8) (Ex), and each negative occurrence by the

one with the prefix (a) (E/3) (x).

Now advance the quantifiers (Ea) and (a) to the front of the scope (of the

number-theoretic prefix of the prenex form), where they all become existential

quantifiers. Next advance the quantifiers (/?) and (Efi), which all become

generality quantifiers. Finally advance the quantifiers (Ex) and (x), which

become existential quantifiers.
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Now application of 3.6 Steps 1 and 4 to the resulting prefix will lead to a

prefix of the form (Ea)(@)(Ex).

We obtain the other 2-quantifier form similarly using (a)(£/3)(x) for posi-

tive, and (Ea)(f3)(Ex) for negative, occurrences of Qx, • • • , Qs.

Corollary. Every predicate arithmetical in k-quantifier predicates (or

these and also predicates expressible in both k-\-l-quantifier forms) is expressible

in both k + 1-quantifier forms.

Proof. A ^-quantifier predicate is expressible in either & + l-quantifier

form by introducing appropriately a redundant quantifier (for k=0, this

gives a form of (b2)).

5.3 Theorem 6. There is a predicate P(a) expressible in both k-\-\-quanti-

fier forms which is not arithmetical in k-quantifier predicates and in which every

predicate A (a) arithmetical in k-quantifier predicates is recursive.

Proof. Let Q(a) be a = a for k—0, and for k>0 be a ^-quantifier predicate

given by Corollary Theorem 4 in which every ^-quantifier predicate (of num-

ber variables only) is recursive.

Consider the predicates Q(a), (Ex)Tf(a, a, x), (x)(Ey)T$(a, a, x, y), • ■ ■ ;

call them N§(a), N?(a), N$(a), ■ ■ ■ . But 7?, r2°, • • • are primitive recur-

sive in Q; so N$ (i = 0, 1,2, • • • ) is arithmetical in Q, and hence by Corollary

Theorem 5 (for &=0, 1 = 1; cf. end 1.2) expressible in both 1-quantifier

forms relative to Q. Hence by Theorem 2, N?(a) = (a)(Ex)T?'a(fi, a, x)

= (Ea)(x)Tfa(gi,a,x).

The numbers/,- and g, are determined effectively by the proofs of the cited

theorems, so by Church's thesis (cf. IM §62) it is to be expected that/, = ?7(t)

and gi = 0(i) with general recursive t) and 0(16).

We let P(a)=N?a)l((a)0), so P(a) = (a)(Ex)T?-a(V((a)1), (a)0, x) =

(Ea)(x)TQ1-"(d((a)l),(a)0,x).

Now consider any predicate A (a) arithmetical in ^-quantifier predicates,

and hence in Q. Then A (a) is expressible in one of the forms (a) relative to Q;

suppose e.g. A(a) = (x)(Ey)RQ(a, x, y) with RQ recursive in Q. Then using

IM p. 343 Example 2 forZ = l, for some recursive <p, A(a)=(x)(Ey)RQ(a, x, y)

= (x)(Ey)T$(<p(a), <t>(a), x, y) =7vf (<p(a)) =P(2««> -32). Thus^(a) is recursive

in P(a).

Next suppose P(a) were arithmetical in ^-quantifier predicates. Then

(Ex)Ti(a, a, x) would be, and so by the preceding would be recursive in P,

which is absurd (IM Corollary Theorem XI* p. 295).
Finally, for k = 0 P(a) is already expressed in both 1-quantifier forms,

while for k>0 we can argue thus. As predicate of a and a, (Ex)Ti(r)((a)i),

(a)o, x) is arithmetical in Q, so by Corollary Theorem 5 it is expressible in

both k + l-quantifier forms, in particular in the one with generality first.

Using this in P(a) =(a)(Ex)T^a(r!((a)1), (a)0, x), and contracting by (2), we

(u) In fact there are primitive recursive ij and B, as will be shown in 9.8.
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obtain a k + 1 -quantifier expression for P(a) with generality first. The other

k + 1-quantifier expression for P(a) is obtained similarly.

5.4 Theorem 7. To any predicate Q(a) expressible in both 1-quantifier

forms, there is a recursive R such that (Ea)(x)R(a, x) is true but (x)R(a, x) is

false for every a recursive in Q (k = 0).

To any predicate Q(a) expressible in both k +1-quantifier forms, there is a

k-quantifier predicate B(a) with generality first such that (Ea)B(a) is true but

B(a) is false for every a recursive in Q (k = l, 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ ).

Proof. We begin by discussing predicates P(a) expressible in both 1-quan-

tifier forms relative to Q. So suppose P(a) = (Ea)(x)AQ(a, a, x)=(«)(Ex)

BQ(a, a, x) where AQ and BQ are recursive in Q. Then P(a) =(Ea)(x)

BQ(a, a, x). Now (a) {P(a)\/P(a)} is true. This we can transform thus:

(a){P(a) V P(a)) = (a){(Ea)(x)A<*(a, a, x) V (Ea)(x)W(a, a, x)}

^ (a)(Ea)(x)(y){A<i(a, a, x) V BQ(a, a, y)\

= (Ea)(a)(x)(y){A<i(a, \ta(2a-3t), x) V BQ(a, \ta(2a-3l), y)}

= (Ea)(x){A<i((x)o, Xto(2<*>o.3<), (*)i) V SQ((x)o, X/a(2<*V3<), (*)*)}.

Call the last expression (Ea)(x)RQ(a, x).

Now let oti be any particular function a which makes (x)RQ(a, x) true.

For any number a, let aa abbreviate Xtoi(2a-3(). By reversing part of the

above transformation, we obtain then (c) {(x)AQ(a, aa, x)\J(x)BQ(a, aa, x)},

and hence P(a) =(x)AQ(a, aa, x).

So far this is for any P(a) expressible in both 1-quantifier forms relative

to Q. Now say in particular P(a) = fa)(Ey)lf(a, a, x, y), which by Corollary

Theorem 5 is so expressible. Then were there an ax recursive in Q, since

a0=Xtoi(2"-3'), by 1.3 P(a) = (x)AQ(a, aa, x) would express P(a) in a 1-num-

ber-quantifier form relative to Q, contradicting that (x)(Ey)T^(a, a, x, y) is

not so expressible (by the proof of IM Theorem V* Part II pp. 283, 292).

For k — 0, (x)RQ(a, x) can be developed into the form (E8)(x)S(a, 8, x)

with 5 recursive (by Theorem 5), after which (Ea)(E/3) contract by (1) so

that (Ea)(x)RQ(a, x) assumes the form (Ea)(x)R(a, x) with R recursive. If

a makes (x)R(a, x) true, then (cf. (1)) \t(a(t))o would be an cti, so no such a

can be recursive in Q.

Similarly for k = l, 2, 3, • • • , (Ea)(x)RQ(a, x) assumes a k + 1-quantifier

form (Ea)B(a) which is fulfillable by no a recursive in Q.

Corollary. For a suitable recursive R, the proposition (Ea)(x)R(a, x) is

true, but (x)R(a, x) is false for every arithmetical function a (k=0).

For a suitable k-quantifier predicate B(a) with generality first, the proposi-

tion (Ea)B(a) is true, but B(a) is false for every function a arithmetical in

k-quantifier predicates (k = l, 2, 3, • • • ).

Proof. From the theorem, by taking as the Q the P of Theorem 6; or
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similarly to the theorem (and a bit more simply) by taking as the P and Q

those for Theorem 6.

5.5 Using terminology suggested by Kreisel(17), say a class C of functions

is a basis for a class D of predicates of a function variable, if for every predi-

cate B(a) of D, (Ea)B(a) = (Ea)[adC & B(a)]. We may allow a to range

over arbitrary functions or bounded functions. We may let D be the predi-

cates expressible in a given form.

For the form (Ex)R(a, x) (R recursive) with a arbitrary, (1) the functions

vanishing except for a finite number of arguments, a fortiori the primitive

recursive functions, are a basis (by IM Theorem IV* (6) pp. 281, 291, 292;

or Kreisel [13]).

For (x)R(a, x) (R recursive) with a bounded, (2) the general recursive

functions are not a basis, even when the bound is 1 (Kleene [7, §3]); but

(3) the functions general recursive in 1-number-quantifier predicates are,

even when a is merely bounded by a general recursive function of its argu-

ment (Kreisel [14, Note III]).

For (x)R(a, x) (R recursive) with a arbitrary, (4) the arithmetical func-

tions are not a basis (Corollary Theorem 7), nor are much wider classes of

functions (Theorem 7 with Theorem 9), including those definable in the ex-

tension of arithmetic of Wang [25] and Myhill [17] (Theorem 8); but (5)

the functions general recursive in 1-function-quantifier predicates are (since

(Ea)(x)R(a, x)—>(x)i?(ao, x), when we write (x)R(a, x) =(x)i?(a(x)) using IM

Theorem IV* with Footnote 2 here, and define a0 from (E(3)(x)R(u */3(x))

by the course-of-values recursion a0(a) ~ij,y(Ef3)(x)R((ao(a) * 2V+1) *fi(x))).

These results suggest asking whether the functions general recursive in predi-

cates expressible in both 1-quantifier forms are a basis; a negative answer

will be given in [lO].

The results for (x)R(a, x) (R recursive) with a arbitrary extend to

(x)(Ey)R(a, x, y) (R recursive) with a bounded and to A (a) (A arithmetical)

with a arbitrary or bounded, by the constructions of functions underlying the

alterations of quantifiers by which the forms (Ea)(x)R(a, x), (Ea*)(x)(Ey)

R(a*, x, y), (Ea)A(a) and (Ea*)A(a*) are equivalent (3.7 and 3.8 with

3.1—3.6(10)), even when for (4) the bound is 1 and for (5) any arithmetical

function(18).

6. A hierarchy of predicates corresponding to the notations for construc-

tive ordinals. 6.1 In the system S3 of notation for constructive ordinals of

the first and second number classes [4; 6; 9], a class 0 of numbers and a

relation <o between numbers are defined. The members y of 0 correspond

to ordinals |y| constituting a segment of the Cantor first and second number

(17) In correspondence; subsequently [14] appeared, in which Kreisel distinguishes proof-

theoretically between "strong" and "weak" bases (p. 120).

(ls) Indeed A (a), or the representing predicate of the bound for (5), can be of the (E(3)(x)

form.
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classes determined by an ordinal «i (the "least nonconstructive ordinal"),

and are partially ordered by <o so that u<oy implies \u\ <|y|. (Indeed,

u<0y implies u, yCO, by (IV) of [6, §12] or [9, §20].) If yCO, then either
y = l and |y| =0, or y = 2' with Z9*0 and |y| = |jarI +1, or y = 3-5* and

\y\=]im\zn\,wherezn = {z}(no),0o = l,(n + l)o = 2no,{z}(a)~U(p.yT1(z,a,y)).

6.2 We define a predicate Hy(a), for each y which CO, thus(19): Hi(a)

= a=a. If 2*CO and z^O, then Hi-(a)=(Ex)Tf'(a, a, x). If 3-5'CO, then

H3.i'(a)=H,(a)1((a)0).

6.3 In the remainder of this section we shall develop some elementary

properties of the predicates Hy (and the predicates Hj 6.5).

Lemma 1. Given a predicate E*(<Zi, • • • , an, x) partial recursive uniformly

in I functions or predicates ^ of nt\, • • • , mj variables respectively, there is a

primitive recursive function <p(a\, • ■ ■ , an) such that

(11)      (Ex)E*(ai, ■ • • , an, x) = (Ex)T?(<f>(ai, • • • , an), <j>(au ■ ■ ■ , an), x)

for values of SP', a\, ■ • • , an for which \xR*(ai, • • • , an, x) is completely de-

fined.

Proof. Let e be a uniform Godel number of Xai • • • antp,xR*(ai, • ■ • , an, x)

from \P, and let <p(au ■ ■ ■ , an)=S?-mi----m'(e, alt • ■ ■ , an) (cf. IM p. 343

Example 2).

Lemma 2. There is a partial recursive function i(u, z) such that, if u<o3-5",

then u^oZt(U,i)-

Proof. By (VI) of [6, §12] or [9, §20], (En)[u£ozn]. By [9, §21], there

is a primitive recursive function enm(s, t) such that enm(l, t)=l and, if

5>ol, then enmfa 0), enm(s, 1), enm(s, 2), • • • is an enumeration of the

numbers <oS. So let i(u, z)~(jui[enm(2(()0, (f)i)=w])o.

(») In the notation of Kleene-Post [ll], H? = (H,)', H1.?=>H.\JH,\Jh£J • ■ • , Hio

This or an essentially equivalent correlation of predicates to the constructive ordinals has

been treated by Mostowski [16] and Davis [2; 3], and was known independently to Post

and to the author. Mostowski's formulation stems quite directly from [5] and [15], utilizing

analogies with the theory of projective sets; while the extensions discussed by Davis and here

are constructed differently, using the idea of relative recursiveness. In §9 below we obtain a

matching between Mostowski's and the present extensions. Following Post [19; 20] (also cf.

[ll ]), let a predicate A be of the same degree as {lower degree than) a predicate B, if A is recur-

sive in B and also (but not) vice versa. Recursive predicates are of the degree 0. Davis estab-

lished the uniqueness of the degrees of the predicates Ht associated with a given ordinal

\y\ <w2, and showed the expressibility of Hv for \y\ <o>2 in the second-order predicate calculus

with number variables as the lower type; Mostowski [16, 4.5] stated the latter (for his exten-

sion) for J 3»| <ui. The present §8 with 3.8, besides providing a simple proof of the latter (for

Hv, and via §9 for Mostowski's extension) for \y\ <ult shows that only one set-quantifier

needs to be used, which can be of either kind. In [22] Spector will extend the uniqueness to all
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Lemma 3. There are functions px(t, u, y, a), p2(u, y) and p(u, y), primitive,

partial and primitive recursive, respectively, such that (writing p(u, y, a)

~Pi(p2(w, y), u, y, a)), ifydO and u^oy, then

(12) Hu(a) m Hv(P(u, y, a))

and Hu is primitive recursive in Hy with Godel number p(u, y).

Proof. The proof that (12) holds for ydO and u^oy will be by induction

on y, for a fixed u. Instead of defining px and p2 first, we shall begin with the

cases for the induction (cf. (I), (II) and (V) of [6, §12] or [9, §20]), in each

case deriving properties of pi and p2 sufficient to treat the case. Then in con-

clusion we shall verify that pi and p2 can be defined to combine these prop-

erties. Case 1: y=u and ydO. Then Hu(a)=Hv(a), so it will suffice to take

Pi(t, u, y, a)=a and p2(«, y) =0. Case 2: y = 2', zdO (so zj^O) and u^oz.

Then z = (y)0. By the hypothesis of the induction, Hu(a)=Hz(px(p2(u, z),

u, z, a)). But Hz(c) = (Ex)Hz(c), and Hv(a) z=(Ex)Tx'(a, a, x); so by Lemma 1

for l = n = l, Hz(c)=Hy(<f>(c)) for a primitive recursive <p. Thus Hu(a)

= Hy(<p(pi(p2(u, z), u, z, a))). So it will suffice to take px(t, u, y, a)

= <A(pi((Oo, u, (y)0, a)) for t^O, and p2(u, y) =2'«<"^'°>. Case 3: y = 3-5' and

u<oy. Then z = (y)%. By Lemma 2, the hypothesis of the induction, and the

definition of Hy,

Hu(a) = B,iiut)(pi(pi(u, z,(„,,)), u, z,(«,,), a))

= Fv(2«(',2(u'"i(«..))'u'»i(«..)'o)-3,c"'')).

So it will suffice to take px(t, u, y, a) =2"Mt)0'"-<-')l^-3(t)2 for t^O, and

P2(«, y)=2'2(u'[(,')2ln,-3[(,')2l',-5B where (for abbreviation) w = t(w, (y)2). Con-

clusion. Combining the cases, it suffices for px to take

>G»i((Oo, «, (y)o, a))    if   y - 2<»>° ^ u & t ^ 0,

Pl(l, u, y, a) = • 2««»»-«'<»1-0>-3<'>'      if    y = 3-5<">! ^ « & t ^ 0,

a otherwise.

This is a nested course-of-values recursion, so it defines a primitive recursive

Pi, by Peter [18, §2 especially 20]. It suffices for p2 to takep2(«, y)~{r}(u, y)

where r is a solution for w of the equation

0   if    y — u,

{w}(u, y) cm- 2(«,1<U'{")»)    if    y = 2<»>« ̂ m,

2t*J(«.tcv>«]»>.3t<v>sU.5»   if   -y = 3.5(^)2 ^ U

(n = i(u, (y)i))\ the definition by cases in this equation is to be understood

in the strong sense IM Theorem XX (c) p. 337. A solution r is given by the

recursion  theorem   (IM   Theorem  XXVII   p.   352).   Finally,   let  p(u,  y)
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= S21"1(h, u, y) where h is a uniform Godel number of \uyaA(p(u, y, a)) from

an unspecified predicate A.

A primitive recursive function +0 is defined in [9, §22] so that, for

«. yCO, u+oyCO and |w+oy| = |«| +|y|- Then u^ou+oy but not always

yiou+oy [9, §22 (XIX) and Footnote 30].

Lemma 4. There are functions a(u, y, a) and a(u, y), partial and primitive

recursive, respectively, such that, if u, yCO, then

(13) Hv(a) m Hu+0v(<r(u, y, a))

and Hy is general recursive in i?u+w with Godel number <x(u,y).

Proof, by induction on y. Case 1: y — 1. By the definition in [9, §22],

u+oy = u^ol=y- So by Lemma 3, Hy(a) =Hu+oy(p(l, u, a)). Case 2: y=2*

and zCO. By definition, u + oy = 2u+0'. By the definitions of Hy and Hu+ov,

the hypothesis of the induction, and Lemma 1, Hy(a)=Hu+0y(<p(s, u, z, a)),

where s is a Godel number of <r, and <j> is primitive recursive. Case 3: y = 3-5*

and yCO. By def., u+0y=3-3v where vn=u+0zn. By the def. of Hv, the

hyp. ind., and the def. of Hu+oy, Hv(a) =Hu+oy([2 exp a(u, zMl, (a)0)]-3Wl).

Conclusion. Take cr(u, y, a)~{s} (u, y, a) where s is a solution for w of the

equation

p(l, u, a) if y = 1,

{w\(u, y, a) ~  <t>(w, u, (y)0, a) if y = 2(">° ̂  1,

[2 exp {w}(u, [{y),]Mv fa)o)]-3«"i if y = 3-5<"'.

6.4 Let Q be say a 1-place predicate. In the definitions of O, <o, | |, «i, +o,

let recursiveness in Q take over the role of recursiveness. This leads to a sys-

tem of notations for ordinals constructive in Q, with respective notions

0«, <l ||°,a>?, +o[9, §30](2»).
It is not hard to see that a given number y may CO, but not to 0Q, or

vice versa; or to 0A but not to 0B. On the other hand, a number y may belong

to 0, to 0A and to 0B, and represent different ordinals \y\, \y\A and |y\B in

the respective systems.

In each system 0 or 0Q, proceeding upward in terms of the ordering <o or

<o, at each limit ordinal a<coi or <co? there is a branching with X0 branches,

due to the possibility of choosing between different ascending sequences |z„|

or |zjj| * to approach the limit ordinal, between different functions partial re-

cursive absolutely or in Q to take the values zn or z£ for the arguments no,

and between different Godel numbers absolutely or from Q for those func-

tions. We call notations y and y of the same or different systems homologous,

if they differ only by choices of the second and third kinds. We write

(!0) We write +0 instead of +q because only the number 1 of the arguments of Q matters

[9, Footnote 44]. Similar superscripts on x, n, x, v, k (Lemmas 5, 6, 8) are omitted here.
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(y, A)~(y, B) to say that y as notation of 0A is homologous to y as notation

of 0B. In detail, (y, A)~(y, B) can be defined for ydOA by induction on y

thus: 1. (1, A)~(y, B) if y = l. 2. For 2'dOA and z^O, (2', A)~(y, B) if
y = 2l where (z, A)~(z, B). 3. For 3-5'dOA, (3-5', A)~(y, B) if ydOB and

y = 3-5l where (zA, A)~(z*, B) for all n. For yGOA, (y, ^l)~(y, B) shall be

false. Now (y, A)~(y, B) implies that ydOA, ydOB and |y|A= |y| B. Sim-

ilarly we write (y, A)~(y) to say that y as notation of 0A is homologous to y

as notation of 0; etc. The homology relation ~ is symmetric, reflexive and

transitive. We say homologous notations possess the same h-type.

Lemma 5. There is a primitive recursive function ir(e, y) such that, if ydOA

and A is recursive in B with Godel number e, then (y, A)<^>(ir(e, y), B). More-

over, u<oy^>ir(e, u)<Qir(e, y).

There is a primitive recursive function iri(e, y) such that, if ydOA and A

is recursive with Godel number e, then (y, A)~(irx(e, y)). Moreover, u<gy

-yn-x(e, u)<0irx(e, y).

There is a primitive recursive function ir(y) such that, if ydO, then

(y)~(ir(y), B). Moreover, u<oy—>ir(u)<oiv(y).

Proof, for w(e, y), by induction on y. In Case 1, ir(e, y) = l. In Case 2,

ir(e, y) =2T(e'z). In Case 3, ir(e, y) =3-5* where zf =ir(e, zA). Elaborating and

combining the cases, we take ir(e, y)~{p] (e, y) where p is a solution for w

of the equation

1   if   y = 1,

2W.«.(.V)0)       if       y  =   2Cl/)0   ̂    1,

j w\(e, y) ~ i ,.
1      ' 3.5Sl3-1(A,.».e,(*)2)      if     y = 3.5Cv>»,

.0 otherwise,

where h3 is a uniform Godel number of \peza{p}(e, {z}Xc!el (c)(a)) from B.

This gives it as a partial recursive function. But on replacing in the equation

"{w}" by "it" and the remaining "w" by "p", we have a course-of-values

recursion for ir(e, y), so t is primitive recursive (Peter [18, §l], IM §46).

Lemma 6. There is a primitive recursive function v(a) such that

(14) Q(a) = v(a) G 0«.

So Q is primitive recursive uniformly in Xa adOQ.

Proof. Let h be a uniform Godel number from Q of the function

x if x 9^ ao,

$(a, x) = ■ ao if x = ao & Q(a),

.0  if x = a0&Q(a),

and"letKa)=3-5WM).
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As superscript, O shall mean \a aCO, and 0Q shall mean \a aCOQ.

Lemma 7. There is a number w\ such that WiCO0 and \ Wi\ °=«i. There is

a number w\ such that w\CO°° and \ w\\ °g=coi.

Proof, for W\. Let Wi = 3 ■ 5Z, where z is a Godel number of \t<j>(na.t (/)) from

Xa aCO, nat (t) =pnn<tt=no (so nat (no) =n), and

(<t>(0) = 1, i

{<b(x + 1) =   < 1
\<t>(x) +07r(x) if x C 0 & x ^ 1.

Suppose ^4 is recursive, and B is recursive in C. By Lemma 5, w1=w1

gwf^cof. By Lemma 7, coi<co?<wf <

6.5 We define 2Z?(a), for each yCO°, thus: H?(a)=Q(a). If 2*GO<2 and

z^O, then H$(a) =(Ex)T?M'Q(a,  a, x).   If 3-52G0«,  then

nlf(o) m HQHa)Q ((a)0).

Clearly Hy depends only on the h-type of y as a notation of 0, and H$

only on Q and the h-type of y as a notation of 0Q.

6.6 By relativization to Q in the proofs of Lemmas 2-4 using 0°, H%, etc.

instead of 0, Hy, etc. we obtain Lemmas 2*-4* with functions uQ(u, z),

p\(t, u, y, a), p2(u, y), pl(u, y), pQ(u, y, a), o<*(u, y, a), <xl(u, y) taking over the

role of the former functions without superscripts (those with superscript U1"

are primitive recursive, those with superscript "Q" partial recursive, uniformly

in Q); pl(u, y) is a Godel number of H® from Q, H®, and ox(u, y) of H® from

Q, i?u+0ij,. As an additional clause of

Lemma 3*. There is a function pQ(u, y) partial recursive uniformly in Q

such that, if yC0Q and u^oJ, then H® is primitive recursive in Hy with Godel

number pQ(u, y). So, if yC0Q, then Q is recursive in Hy with Godel number

P«(l,y).

For letpQfa, y) =5'i'1(fe, pffa, y), u, y) where h is a uniform Godel number
of \tuyaA(p\(t, u, y, a)) from A.

6.7 Lemma 8. There is a primitive recursive function /c(e, y) such that, if A

is recursive in B with Godel number e and (y, A)~(y, B), then Hy is recursive

in A, Hy with Godel number /c(e, y).

Proof, by induction on y. In Case 2, Hy(a)=HB(<p(k, e, z, a)), where k

is a Godel number of k, and <f> is primitive recursive. So take n(e, y)

= S3i'1,1(h2, k, e, (y)0) for h2 a uniform Godel number of \kezaP(<p(k, e, z, a))

from A, P. In Case 3, HA(a)=RA-HyJ(k, e, z, a) where RA-P(w, e, z, a)

^{ {w)(e, zta)l)}A'W-&*v«>n»((a)o)=0.

6.8 We included the (first) Q of T?'Hfi in the definition of H§. because
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discussions relative to a fixed Q tend to be easier when for each recursivity

in Sir the S^ include Q. However that Q is redundant. To prove this, let H$(a)

for ydOQ be defined like H%(a) except that H2t(a) = (Ex)Tx' (a, a, x) simply.

A Lemma 3* holds like 3* with H$, p\, pf, etc. in place of H®, p\, pf, etc. (and
p\, p2 can be the pi, p2 of the proofs of Lemmas 3 and 3*).

Lemma 9. There is a function X°(y, a) partial recursive uniformly in Q such

that, if ydO<*, then

(15) H9y(a) = fl?(X°(y, a)).

Proof, by induction on y. In Case 2, using the def. of H®, the hyp. ind.,

and Lemma 3*, H^(a) = (Ex)RB' (I, p°(l, z), z, a, x), where I is a uniform

Godel number of X° from Q, and RA is partial recursive uniformly in A. So by

the def. of JZ^and Lemma 1, H^(a)=H^(4>(l, p°(l, (y)o), (y)o, a)) for a primi-

tive recursive <p.

Lemma 10. There is a function pfi(y, a) partial recursive uniformly in Q such

that, if ydOl, then

(16) HQy(a) = H*(p\y, a)).

6.9 Applying Lemma 8 with Lemma 3*, for A, B first as Qx, Q2 and then

as Q2, Qx, when Qx, Q2 are of the same degree(19), we have that the degree of

Hy depends only on the degree q of Q and the h-type of y as a notation.of

0Q. We write this degree as qry.Q), or q* where h~(y, Q), or sometimes even

q(a) where a= |y|°(19). Then by Lemmas 3* and 8,

(17) ydOAk& ;gb->a |aW) Sb(y.A)

for a and b the degrees of A and B. The degree of Hv is then 0(B) (or 04 for

h~(y), or 0(a) for a=|y|), since by Lemma 5 Hy(a)zsH%,'~a(a), and by

Lemmas 9 and 10 with 3* and 3* H^)"a and H^"a have the same degree.

By Lemmas 9, 10, 3* and 3*, our present notations q(a) are consistent with

those of Kleene and Post [ll, 1.4 and 4.1].
By Lemma 3*, if ydOQ and ug%y, then q^.Q) ^Sqo/.Q). Using this with the

inequality a<a' from [ll, 1.4], we easily see that

Q
(18) u <0y^> q(«,«) < q(I/lo).

The predicate H^ (cf. Lemma 7) is of higher degree than Erf for any y

with (y, Xa aG0)~(x), as follows from Lemmas 4* and 3* with (18).

7. Wang's and Myhill's extensions of arithmetic. It was first observed

by Kalmar (cf. Skolem [21 ]) that nonarithmetical predicates are definable

by employing induction over the natural numbers so that quantifiers enter

in the induction step. Recently Wang [25] and Myhill [17] independently

of each other formulated general schemes of definition by induction under
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which the examples of such definitions in the literature fall. Their investiga-

tions concern questions of provability in formalisms, which we do not enter

into here.

Theorem 8. Wang's predicates indirectly definable by induction (relative

to number theory), and likewise Myhill's predicates definable by his rule of

creative definition RD used together with 0, +1, explicit definition and the least-

number operator, are each exactly the predicates of degrees ^0M for v<u2.

Wang's predicates definable by induction (relative to number theory) are exactly

those of degrees ^0(w).

Proof, from Lemma 11. Wang's schema (D) is superficially more general

than Myhill's RD in that the induction is of the course-of-values type, but

we shall see that this feature is eliminable in the usual way (Peter [18], IM

§46).
Call a predicate definable by 0 (repeated) applications of (D), if it is recur-

sive; by r + 1 applications, if it comes by (D) from predicates definable by

^r applications (including one definable by r applications).

Wang's predicates indirectly definable by induction (relative to number

theory) are then the predicates definable by r applications of (D) for some r,

or equivalently the predicates arithmetical in predicates definable by ^r

applications of (D) for some r(21).

Now we prove by induction on r that a predicate definable by r applica-

tions of (D) is of degree g0(ru) (and hence a predicate arithmetical in

predicates definable by ^ r applications of (D) is of degree ^ 0(r"+') for some

s).

For the induction step, let P(a, k) be defined by an r + l-st application

of (D). The predicates defined by ^r applications which enter into its

definition are of degrees ^0(ra,), by the hypothesis of the induction; so they

are all recursive in a particular predicate A (a) of the degree 0(to). Let

ir(k, a) be the representing function of P(a, k), and let <p(a, k)=w(k; a).

Using familiar methods (2.4, 2.5, IM §46), we can see that <p satisfies the

hypotheses of the following lemma (indeed for £ = 0). Therefore <p and hence

P is of degree  ^   the degree aM of LA   [ll, 4.1].  But a=0(ra), so aM
= 0«H-l)o>)_

Of course m <w2. That all predicates of degree ^0M for v<u>2 are de-

(21) The second formulation may permit an r smaller by one. Wang's formulation is the

first but with r i 2 and " = r" instead of " g r" in the preceding paragraph. These three formula-

tions are equivalent, since arithmetical operations including the identical operation can be

reformulated as applications of (D). Arithmetical operations preceding an application of (D)

need not be considered, because they can be assimilated into the application of (D). It follows

from the present treatment that each predicate indirectly definable by induction is definable

by a linear series of r applications of (D) (of especially simple form) used to define

Ml, • • • , Mr(^), followed by a recursive operation (or possibly decreasing r by one, by an

arithmetical operation).
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finable using Wang's (D) or Myhill's RD follows from the fact that the

particular predicates L°, L1, L2, • • • , where L"(a, k)=a=a and Lr+1(a, k)

=j\aLraa)t),Wi)'ai £) are so definable and have the respective degrees 0CO"\

0(lw), 0(2u), • • • (22). If v<u2, then vgru for some r, so using (18) every

predicate of degree g0(") for a v<a2 is recursive in one of L°, L1, L2, ■ ■ • .

Lemma 11. If \a<f>(a, 0) is arithmetical in A, and \ak<p(a, k + 1) is arith-

metical uniformly in A, \a<p(a, k), then \ak<p(a, k) is recursive in LA.

The first hypothesis means that <p(a, 0) =w=B(a, a, w), the second that

<p(a, k + 1) =w=C(a, \a<p(a, k), a, k, w), where B(Z, a, w) and C(§, tj, a, k, w)

are arithmetical, and a is the representing function of A.

Proof. Then B(%, a, w) and C(£, ??, a, k, w) are expressible in forms of the

arithmetical hierarchy 3.1, say with p and q quantifiers respectively. We shall

show that \a<j>(a, k) is recursive in LAt+P recursively in k [ll, 3.6 and Foot-

note 30].

Say e.g. (with p = l, q = 3) B(i-,a, w) = (Ex)R(t;, a, w, x) and C(£, rj, a, k, w)

= (x)(Ey)(z)S(^, ??, a, k, w, x, y, z) with R and 5 recursive. Define \p by

faa, 0) = 0,

\{/(a, 1) = p.w(Ex)R(a, a, w, x),

(0 if (z)S(a, \afaa, 3k + 1), (a)0, k, (a)x, (a)2, (a)3, z).
f(a, 3k + 2) =   <

U otherwise,

f0 if (Ey) [fa2Wo-3<°>i-5^-7", 3k + 2) = 0],
faa,3k + 3) =   <

U otherwise,

faa, 3k + 4) = p.w(x)[f(2a-3"-5x, 3k + 3) = 0].

Then cp(a, k)=\p(a, 3& + 1). On combining the cases of the definition of

yp(a, k) for k>0, it comes under [ll, 4.1, Lemma 3 with Footnote 30], so

\a\p(a, k) is recursive in LA recursively in k, say with Godel number e(&)

(so \a<p(a, k) is recursive in LAt+1 recursively in k, with Godel number

e(3k-\-l)). A fortiori [ll, 3.6], \p and hence <£ is recursive in LA.

8. Expressibility of the predicates Hy for ydO in both 1-quantifier forms.

8.1 If P(a) is expressible in both 1-quantifier forms, then

(19) P(a) m (a)(£x)rl((e)0l a, x) = (Ea)(x)'fx((e)1, a, x)

when e = 2/-3» for the/ and g of Theorem 2 (9) and (10). Any number e for

(19) we call an index of P(a) as a predicate expressible in both 1-quantifier

forms. Indices for dealing with predicates expressible in both 1-quantifier

forms relative to Q, or in both k + 1-quantifier forms absolutely or relatively,

are defined similarly.

(a) Or similarly with M (IM pp. 287, 292, [ll, Footnote 29]).
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8.2 Lemma 12 generalizes Theorem 2 (9) and (10) for fSz.0 to include

the case of parameters bi, • ■ ■ , b„ and the case of a partial recursive R.

Lemma 12. Given a predicate E*(6i, • ■ • ,bn, a, a, x) partial recursive uni-

formly in I functions or predicates M' of nti, ■ ■ ■ , mi variables respectively, there

are primitive recursive functions </> and \p such that

(20) (a)(Ex)R (h, ■ ■ ■ , bn, a, a, x) m (a)(Ex)T    (<f>(h, ■ ■• , bn), a, x),

(21) (Ea)(x)R (bh ■ ■ ■ , bn, a, a, x) = (Ea)(x)T    (fabu ■ ■ • , bn), a, x)

for values of^f, bi, • • • , bn, a for which\axR*\b\, ■ ■ ■ ,b„,a, a, x) is completely

defined. (Similarly for n=0, or with more function variables quantified in a

given manner, or with more variables a.)

Proof. Let e be a uniform Godel number of X&i ■ • ■ bnap,xR*(bi, ■ • • , bn,

a, x) from ¥, a, and let <p(bu ■ ■ ■ , bn) = Sf-mi-----m'-l(e, bu • ■ • , bn).

8.3 Theorem 9. There is a primitive recursive function r(y) such that, if

yCO, then r(y) is an index of Hy(a) as a predicate expressible in both 1-quanti-

fier forms.
There is a primitive recursive function rl(y) such that, if yCOQ, then

rx(y) is an index of Hy(a) as a predicate expressible in both 1-quantifier forms

relative to Q.

Proof, for t, by induction on y (cf. the proofs of Lemmas 3 and 4). Case 1:

y = l. Using Theorem 2, for a suitable number fu IL(a)=a = a = (a)(Ex)a=a

= (a)(Ex)Tx(f\, a, x); and similarly Hi(a) = (Ea)fa)Z"T(gi, a, x). So it will
suffice to take r(y) =2'1-3V1. Case 2: y = 2* and z£0. By the hyp. ind.,

Hz(a) = (a)(Ex)Tt((r(z))0, a, x) = (Ea)(x)T^((T(z))1, a, x); and by def.,

Hv(a) =(Ex)Ti'(a, a, x). First replacing t(z) by a variable u and applying

Theorem 5, then changing u to {t} (z) where / is a Godel number of r, we ob-

tain

By(a) = (a)(Ex)R2(t, z, a, a, x) = (Ea)(x)S2(t, z, a, a, x)

with R2 and 52 partial recursive, whence by Lemma 12 for 1 = 0, n = 2,

Hy(a) = (a)(Ex)Tl(4>2(t, z), a, x) = (Ea)(x)Ti(fa(t, z), a, x)

for some primitive recursive <p2 and fa. So it will suffice to take r(y)

= 2*2«'<»>°>-3*2«'<»><>>. Case 3: y = 3-5' and yCO. Similarly

Hy(a) = (a)(Ex)Tl((T(ziah))0, (a)0, x) = (£a)(x)ri((r(z(ah))1, (a)0, x)

m (a)(Ex)Tl(<bs(t, z)> a, *) = (Ea)(x)T"(i3(t, z), a, x).

8.4 Corollary 1. Each predicate H$(a), where Q is expressible in both

k + 1-quantifier forms and yCOQ, is expressible in both k +1-quantifier forms

(with index rk(e, y) where rk is primitive recursive and e is an index of Q).
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Proof. Take e.g. k = 0. By the theorem, H^(a) = (a)(Ex)T^((T1(y))0, a, x)

= (£a)(x)r?'"((r>(y))1, a, x) where Q(x) =(a)(Ex)T^((e)0, a, x)=(Ea)(x)

27((e)i, a, x). Thence similarly to the last steps in the proofs of Theorems 6

and 9 Case 2, H^(a)=(a)(Ex)Tt(Me, y), a, x)^(Ea)(x)Tax(fa(e, y), a, x)

for some primitive recursive <f>0 and \p0. Let r0(e, y) = 2*o(e!/) • 3Me-v'>.

Corollary 2. £ac& predicate H%(a), where Q is a k-quantifier predicate

and ydOQ, is expressible in both k + 1-quantifier forms.

8.5 Corollary 3. The predicate (a)(Ex)Tf(a, a, x) is of degree >0(y) for

every ydO.

Proof. The degree 0(„) is possessed by the predicate Hy, which by the

theorem is expressible in both 1-quantifier forms, a fortiori by the proof of

Theorem 4 is recursive in (a)(Ex)Tx(a, a, x). But were (a)(Ex)Tx(a, a, x)

recursive (and hence arithmetical) in Hy, by Theorem 5 it would be expres-

sible in both 1-quantifier forms, contradicting the proof of Theorem 3.

8.6 By Theorem 9 Corollary 2 and Theorem 5, the predicates P(a) ex-

pressible in both k + 1-quantifier forms include those recursive in Hy for

ydOQ and Q a ^-quantifier predicate (and for k — 0, using Theorem 9 itself,

those recursive in Hy for yGO). This suggests the conjecture that these classes

of predicates are identical. The k = 0 case of this conjecture will be confirmed

in [10].

9. Mostowski's extension of the arithmetical hierarchy. 9.1 In 9.4 and

9.5 we shall give a proof of the equivalence of Mostowski's extension [16, §1 ]

of the arithmetical hierarchy to the extension afforded by the predicates Hy

as defined for ydO in 6.2(19). It is necessary to read between the lines a little

in Mostowski's brief account to reach a suitable formulation of his extension,

as follows (23).

C) (a) He passes over without comment (p. 245) the possibility that different effectively

defined sequences (3„ convergent to a may lead to different classes Pa and Qa ; in any case, the

normal universal functions Fa are different, besides which the notion of effectiveness when

made precise, e.g. via recursiveness, applies to a system of notations for ordinals.

(b) On p. 243 F^\m) should be a set of k-tuples based on an effective enumeration.

(c) Likewise "starting with any system of normal functions universal for the classes

P*' (fc=l, 2, 3, • • • ) we obtain the same classes P„ and Q™ for any a <ui* (p. 246), if the

system is effective in h. (To give a counterexample without this effectiveness, let F1 be a given

system, and define another £*' thus, using an arbitrary set B of natural numbers:

(«i. • • • . a»)G-E{" (m)=ax = h-\ &axdB if m = 0 and h is odd, so^A-lN/oiG-B if m = 0 and

h is even, = (a,, • • • , aOEP*'(w-1) if m>0. Now aE-E"'(0)=:a = »-l & adB. So

s= E< C(°)=E«.flGi £JU0') for A = (t,j)[i^0 & j = 0]; i.e. starting with E?, B would
belong to PL".)

(d) His classification at limit ordinals a gives what we get at a+1. Of course this is no

error, but a circumstance to be taken into account in matching the two extensions. (He puts

i>»' = Q™ =pj" ■ Q™, but has no ordinal left as index for P* ■ £>«' for a a limit ordinal.)

In view of (d), we increase by one the indices of P„ and Qa for transfinite a, and decrease

by one the indices of P„' for finite a, after which in view of (a) we replace all ordinals a as in-
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We define a function Ej from natural numbers to sets of ^-tuples of natu-

ral numbers, for every yCO and positive integer k, thus: (oi, • • ■ , ak)

CF\(m)=(Ex)Tk(m,a1, ■ ■ • ,ak,x). If 2'GOand z^O, (au • • ■ ,ak)CF^(m)

= (Ex)[(au ■ • ■ , ak, x)CFl+\m)}. If 3-5'CO, (au ■ ■ ■ , o») €*£«■(»»)

= (Ei)(Ej)[(i, j)CFli(m)(s2(m)) & fax, •••, ak)CFl(j)] where m + 1
= 2>^(2s2(m)+l)(2i).

We define classes Pj and Q% of sets of ^-tuples of natural numbers, for

every yCO and positive integer k, thus: Let y* = 2", so |y*| =|y| +1. Pi*

shall consist of the sets A of ^-tuples such that, for some primitive recursive

predicate R, fai, • • • , ak) CA = (Ex)R(au ■ • • , ak, x). If 2*C0 and z^O,

Ef2«).=2{for some B, BCPp1 and faO • • • fa*){fai, • • • , ak)CA = (Ex)
[(oi, • • • , ak, x)CB]} }. If 3-5'GO, P?^.=2{for some B and n, BCP\n'
and (ai) ■ ■ ■ (ak) {(au ■ ■ ■ , ak)CA=(Ei)(Ej)[(i, j)CB & (au • • • , ak)

CF*.(j)]}}. If yCO, Q'y' shall be the class of the complements of the sets

belonging to P*.. If y = l, or y =3-52 and yCO,J* = Qy: = Pl.Qy:..
Now it is a theorem that, if yCO, Pty'=A(Em) [A = Ej(ra)]; and also

that, if yCO, (&, ■ ■ • ,dk, m)[(ax, • • • , a*)£E>*)]ePj.+1(M)-

9.2 Let    [ai, ■ • ■ ,   ak]=pl1+1.plk^\   and   H^(m,   au ■ • • ,   ak)

=-Hy*(S\-\m,  [au • • • , ak])).

The equivalence of Mostowski's and the present extensions of the arith-

metical hierarchy will be established by showing that his fai, • • • , ak)CFl(m)

comes from our Hy*(a) by substitution of a recursive function (Lemma 16),

and vice versa (Lemmas 17 and 18). The fai, • • • , ak)CFl(m) are "enumer-

ating predicates" (cf. Theorem 2 or 8.2 above, or IM Theorem IV p. 281),

while the Hy*(a) are "complete predicates" (cf. Theorem 4 above, or IM

p. 343 Example 2, or [ll, 1.4]). However the Hy»(m, au • • ■ , ak) are "enum-

dices by numbers y which CO in the system 53 of notation for ordinals. For brevity, in this con-

nection we write y* for 2" (so |y*| = \y\ +1). Thus his P,w and P*' becomes P*0 and F*0o

(0o = l, lo = l*), his P*' and P* become P*. and F^ where to is a suitable notation for w, and

Fy is a normal universal function for P^» (not for P*).

We avoid the difficulty under (b) and (c) by using as the F\ a particular system of normal

universal functions for the P,. which is already in the literature (IM Theorem IV p. 281).

Sufficient effectiveness properties for any other system are then that it be transformable into

the particular one, and vice versa, by substitution for m of a recursive function of k and m.

(Besides, we avoid several minor discrepancies: in his p. 245 line 6 for n = 0; in p. 245 line 8

for m odd and p. 244 (9) for (0, j)CA, since he has no Fl"; and in p. 240 lines 5-6 "one-to-one"

for finite classes.)

(M) Lemma 16 with this proof using 1 instead of z0 in Case 3 (which incidentally makes

the /3 become primitive recursive), and inversely a modified Lemma 16 with Lemma 17, show

that Mostowski's definition of F^.^ (as reformulated in 9.1) could have been simplified replacing

z^Cm) by 1 and s2(w) by m; or in terms of his text, on p. 245 line 8 Si(m) and Si(m) could have

been simply 1 and m.

(ffi) The former states the "universality", the latter the "normality", of F* for P^». The

universality is easily proved now; the normality will follow thence by 9.6. Putting (oi, • • • , a*)

CGky{m) = {ah • ■ • , a*)(£/^(m), <?* is universal and normal for ()*••
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erating predicates", as the next lemma shows. We effect the transition be-

tween Fy and Hy* via III*.

The lemma applies to a family of predicates (Ex)RA(bx, • • ■ , bn, ax, • • ■ ,

ak, x) with n fixed and k variable, when the dependence on k, ax, • • • , ak

can be reduced recursively to dependence on the number [ax, ■ ■ • , a*].

This restriction gives the necessary effectiveness in k. Our applications of

the lemma will be to predicates formed from H\.(m, ax, • ■ • , ak) by opera-

tions in which ax, • • ■ , ak are held fixed as parameters, and then the restric-

tion will be met in consequence of the definition of H^; and to predicates

formed similarly from Tk(m, ax, ■ ■ ■ , ak, x), and then the restriction will be

met in consequences of IM p. 287 (22) with w = 0, since 2k-pP\+1.patk+1

can be expressed in terms of [ax, • ■ ■ , ak] using IM ##19, 20 p. 230.

Lemma 13. Given a predicate RA(bx, ■ • • , bn, a, x) partial recursive uni-

formly in A(a), there are primitive recursive functions <p and \p such that, if

ydO, then

(22) (Ex)R*(bx, ■ • ■ , bn, [ax, ■ ■ ■ , ak], x) = Hy'(<j>(bx, ■ ■ ■ , bn), ax, ■ ■ ■ , ak),

(23) (x)Rv(bx, • • • , bn, [ax, • • • , ak], x) = Hy'(fabx, ■ ■ ■ , bn), ax, ■ ■ ■ , ak)

for values of y, bx, ■ ■ ■ , b„, ax, • ■ ■ , ak which make \xRn"(bx, ■ • • , bn,

[ax, • • • , ak], x) completely defined. (Similarly for n=0.)

Proof. Let e be a uniform Godel number of \bx ■ ■ ■ bnat p.xRA(bx, ■ • • ,bn,

a, x) from A, and let cp(bx, • ■ ■ , bn)—Sl'l(e, bx, • ■ • , bn).

9.3 Lemma  14.   For each «^0, there is a primitive recursive function

Rn(z, k) such that, if e is a Godel number of \bx • • ■ bna<p(bx, ■ • • ,bn, a), then,

for each k, Rn(e, k) is a Godel number of X&i • • • bnax ■ • • ak<p(bx, • ■ ■ , bn,

[ax, • • • , ak]). (More generally, there are Uj1-'",m' analogously to 5«.«i,•••,«!

IM Theorem XXIII p. 342.)

Proof. Writing <p(bx, ■ ■ • ,bn,ax, • ■ ■ , ak) ior <p(bx, ■ ■ ■ ,b„, [ax, ■ • • ,ak]),

the new function <p satisfies the equations

<l>(bx, ■ ■ ■ , bn, a) ~ $n+i(e, h, • • • , bn, a),

(24) • x(a, b) ~ 2°+! * b,

,4>(bx, ■ • • , bn, ai, • • • , ah) ^<l>(bx, ■ ■ ■ , bn, x(ax, x(a2, • • ■ x(«*» 1) • • ■ )))•

The proof is completed from (24) similarly to that of IM Theorem XXIII

from (68) (cf. the erratum in our bibliography [8]); the formal variables

used in translating bx, ■ ■ ■ , bn, ax, a2, • ■ • can be the variables in the order

of their generation under IM Df2 pp. 277, 252.

Lemma 15. The function S%(z, yx, • ■ ■ , ym) (IM Theorem XXIII) can be

chosen so that, for each m, \nzyx • ■ • ymS^(z, yx, • • • , ym) is primitive recur-

sive. (Similarly for S%'mi- ••■••»'.)
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Proof. Using IM p. 287 (22), IM (68) can be rewritten

( $(*, a) as U(pyT(z, a, y)),

W(Xi,  •  •  •  ,  Xn)   C~ *(g, 2 •/»!        .pm        -pm+l.pm+n).

9.4 Lemma 16. There is a primitive recursive function a(y, m) such that,

if yCO, then
k k

(26) (fli, ■ ■ ■ , ak) CFy(m) = Hy'(a(y, m), ax, • ■ ■ , ak).

Proof, by induction on y (cf. the proofs of Lemmas 3 and 4 in 6.3). Case

1: y = l. Using successively the def. of Ef, IM (22) (cf. 9.2), and Lemma 13,

fai, • • • , ak)CFl(m)=Hf>(fa(m), Oi, • • • , ak) for a primitive recursive fa.
Case 2: y = 2* and zCO. Using successively the def. of Fy, the hyp. ind., and

the def. of i?*«+1, then replacing a by {a} and [ai, • • • , a*, x] by

[au • • • , ak]*2x+1, and finally applying Lemma 13, fai, • • • , ak)CFy(m)

= Hy*(fa(a, z, m), a\, • • ■ , ak) for a primitive recursive fa, when a is a Godel

number of a. Case 3: y = 3-5* and yCO. Using successively the def. of Fy,

the hyp. ind., and the defs. of iJ*n«, HZn; and Hy, then advancing (Ex), con-

tracting (Ei)(Ej)(Exi)(Ex2), replacing a by {a}, and applying Lemma 13,

(ax, ■ • • , ak)CFy(m)=Hy*(fa(a, z, m), au • ■ • , ak) for a primitive recursive

fa, when a is a Godel number of a.

9.5 Lemma 17. There is a partial recursive function 8(k, y, m) such that,

if yCO, then
k k

(27) Hy'(m, ai, • • • , ak) = fai, • • • , ak) C Fy(B(k, y, m)).

Proof, by induction on y. Case 1: y = l. Using the defs. of H\', Hf and

H\, then Lemmas 14 and 15 (cf. IM p. 343 Example 3), and finally thedef. of

Ef, H\'(m, oi, • • • , ak)=(au ■ • ■ , ah)CF$(Sl(Ri(e, k), m)) when e is a
Godel number of \mapxT^a=a(S\l(m, a), S\'x(m, a), x). Case 2: y = 2z and

zCO. Then Hy(a) = (Ey)T?'(a, a, y), so by IM Theorem XI* pp. 293, 295
Tf" (a, a, x) is expressible in both 2-quantifier forms relative to Hz, in par-

ticular with the prefix (Ew)(y). Using the defs. of Hy> and Hy,, and the

above fact, and contracting (Ex)(Ew), Hy>(m, a\, • • • , ak) = (Ex)(y)RHz

(m, [au • ■ ■ , ak, x], y) where RA is recursive uniformly in A. By Lemma 13,

(y)RH'(m, [au • ■ • , ak, x], y)=H~l+l(\p(m), au ■ • ■ , ak, x) for a primitive

recursive fa So using the hyp. ind. and the def. of E*, Hy.(m, ai, • • • , ak)

= fai, • • • , ak)CFy(8(k + l, z, fam))). Case 3: y = 3-5' and yCO. By the
def. of TA (IM p. 291), Tf"(a, a, x) depends on only the first x values of Hy.

But for c<x, Hy(c)=HZ(e)l((c)o)=HZx(p(zic)l, zx, (c)o)), by Lemma 3. Now

H*y.(m, ait ■ ■ ■ , ak) = (Ex)HzK(<p(z, m, x), au ■ ■ ■ , ak) [by the defs. of Hky.

and Hy», the above facts, and Lemma 13, for a primitive recursive <p\

= (Ex){(ai, • • • , ak)CF\x(8(k, zx, faz, m, x)))} [hyp. ind.} = (Ex) (Ei)(Ej)

{i = x   &  j=8(k,   zx,   faz,   m,   x))   &   (oi, • • • ,   ak)CFt.(j)\=-(Ei)(Ej)
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UEx)[i=x & j=0(k, zx, <p(z, m, x))] & (ax, • • • , ak)dF^(j)} ^(Ei)(Ej)

{(*', J)^FlJ3(2, zo, <f>(b, k, z, m))) & (ax, ■ • • , ot)GF?((j)} [by Lemma 13,
for b a Godel number of /3, and a primitive recursive <£; and the hyp. ind.]

= (ax, ■ ■ ■ , ak)GF*y(2p(2, z0, <f>(b, k, z, m))) [by the def. of Fj.](26).

Lemma 18. There is a number f such that, if ydO, then

(28) Hy>(a) m nl-(f, a).

Proof. Use the def. of Hv* and Lemma 13 with a = ([a])a— 1.

9.6(24) Using Lemma 16, the defs. of iJj. and Hy», and Lemmas 13 and 17,

(oi, • • • , ak)dFtv(m)=(ax, ■ ■ ■ , ak, m)dFl+1(f3(k + l, y, <p(y))) for a primi-
tive recursive (p.

9.7 The definitions of F\, P\, G%, Hy. and the theory can be relativized to

say a 1-place predicate Q. Besides carrying the superscript "°" on 0, <o,

z„ (= {z\ (n0)), F*v, Pi, G%, Hy, H*y., etc., in 9.1 we use T% instead of Tk, and

an RQ primitive recursive in Q instead of the primitive recursive R. In 9.2,

in the definition of H\\, we use Si*1,1 instead of S}'1, and in Lemma 13 a

predicate RQ-A partial recursive uniformly in Q, A instead of the RA. In 9.4,

a becomes a primitive recursive a1. In 9.5, /? becomes a /?Q partial recursive

uniformly in Q, and/ becomes/1. Lemmas 13, 16-18 thus relativized we cite

as Lemmas 13*, 16*—18*.

9.8(16) By the definitions of F** (9.1, 9.7) and n0 (6.1),

(29) aeF^oM

= (Exx)(yx) • • ■ (Exn)(yn)(Exn+x)T2„+x(m, a, xx, yx, • • ■   , xn, yn, xn+x),

(30) °GF^W
= (Exx)(yx) ■ ■ ■ (Exn+i)(yn+i)T2„+2(m, a, xx, yi, • • • , xn+x, yn+i)-

Hence for the N?(a) in the proof of Theorem 6,

(31) N2n+X(a) = adFi2n)o(a),

(32) NQ2n+2(a) = aCd)>).

Using in succession (31), Lemma 16*, the definition of Hf2l+x)o, Theorem

9, and Lemma 12, Ni+X(a) =(a)(Ex)Tfa(<p2(n), a,x) = (Ea)(x)Ti'a(fa(n), a, x)

for some primitive recursive <p2 and fa. A similar formula for N2n+2(a) is ob-

tained likewise by starting from (32), and for N§(a) simply by Theorem 2.

Then n)(i) and 6(i) are defined by cases (i = 0, i = 2n + l, i = 2n + 2).

9.9 Lemma 19 is used in 9.10 in proving a result alluded to in [ll, Foot-

note 29, "Lain NA"].

Lemma 19. There is a primitive recursive function %(i, m, a) such that
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Q
,,,,    (Ey)Tn-X(m, a, xx, ■ • ■ , xit y)
(33) q

=? (Ey)Ti+x(Z(i, m, a), f(i, m, a), xx, •'• ■ , xit y).

Proof. Using IM (22) pp. 287, 292, T?+X(m, a, xx, • • • , x,-, y)=RQ(m, a,

[xi, • • • , Xi], y) with an RQ primitive recursive uniformly in Q. So using

Lemma 14 with IM p. 343 Example 2, and Lemma 15, it suffices to take

f(i, m, a)=Sfi+x(Rl(e, i), m, a) for e a uniform Godel number from Q of

\matvp.yRQ(m, a, v, y).

9.10 Using (29) for i even and (30) for i odd, with (33),

(34) a G F%Xm) m f(i, m, a) d F?0\t(i, m, a)).

Using Lemmas 10, 18* and 17*(26), with (34), and (31) or (32),

(35) H%n+x)o(a) m N2n+X({(2n, 8Q(1, (2n)0, f\ P-\(2n + 1)0, a))),

(36) H%n+2)o(a) m F2Qn+2(f(2W + 1, fi"(l, (2n + 1)0, /), p°((2W + 2)0, a))).

The result "LA in Na", with a primitive recursive e, now follows easily

from L?(a)=H?0(a) with H§0(a)=Ng(a), (35) and (36).
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